EDGewise AppliAnce

StraitswiRe ApPliAnce

ESthetiC ApPliAncEs

EDGewise AppliAnce

Fixed appliance - edgewise slot

Edgewise slot

- Rectangular slot: narrow side towards the labial surface of tooth
- Two point contact
- Accepts rectangular arch wire - edgewise

EDGewise bracket

Edgewise slot: 0.022 x 0.028 inch
or
Edgewise slot: 0.018 x 0.022 inch
EDGewise appliance

Edgewise bracket
- Narrow
- Wide
- Twin/Siamese

Edgewise brackets bonded on teeth

Edgewise brackets welded on bands

Edgewise brackets bonded on teeth
Rectangular TMA Arch wire

Edgewise Brackets Bonded on Teeth

Canine & Premolar Brackets
EDGEWISE APPLIANCE

Occlusal View

STRAIGHTWIRE APPLIANCE

Edgewise bracket (slot)
with built in
1st, 2nd & 3rd order bends

ESTHETIC APPLIANCES

Clear brackets
Lingual Appliances
Invisalign

EDGEWISE APPLIANCE

STRAIGHT WIRE APPLIANCE

Plastic Edgewise Brackets
EDGEWISE APPLIANCE

Ceramic/Plastic Straight Wire Brackets

LINGUAL APPLIANCE

Esthetic Brackets

LINGUAL APPLIANCE

INVISALIGN

INVISALIGN